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Description:

When a millionaire matriarch is found floating face down in the family pool, the prime suspects are her good-for-nothing son and his seductive
teenage daughter. In The Drowning Pool, Lew Archer takes this case in the L.A. suburbs and encounters a moral wasteland of corporate greed
and family hatred—and sufficient motive for a dozen murders.
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I came to Lew Archer via the Kindle Daily Deal. They had The Galton Case up for about $2.99. For those new to the series its the 8th book in
the series. I was seriously WOWED by that book and so much so that I wanted to start the Lew Archer series, from the beginning. Despite what
others have said about the first and previous novel to this one (The Moving Target, I loved it! Many believe he just wasnt up to his later excellence
but if thats considered one of the worst, along with this one, then I cannot imagine how incredible the others are.Compared to the first book, this
one is even better, stylistically. You can actually see the improvement in his descriptive writing. Yes, he appears to be influenced by
Chandler/Hammett, but the style is definitely his own. I thoroughly enjoy his approach to humor. It is quite subtle, and its very dry. His vocabulary
is what I really like. Much of his words are, according to Kindles on-board dictionary, archaic but that is what makes it fun. Learning what these
things are. I say: lets bring em back!The only real problem I have is in his characterization. You can see that MacDonald doesnt really understand
women, very well. The ending is deflating and unrealistic. Naturally this is fiction, so of course its unrealistic, but what I mean is there is something
one does in the book that characteristically speaking, would never would ever have done. That bothers me. I would love to discuss this and see
what others think. If you know of a place online where we can do this, please let me know in the comments.Also, a previous review mentions the
harshness of Archers treatment of his client, in the beginning. I was disappointed as well. Perhaps though that is a demonstration of his growth by
the end of the novel. Whatever it was, it was a bit off putting but not a serious problem for me.Is it worth the read? I think so. Just be prepared for
a bizarre ending that seems wrong. Its not a bad ending, mind you. There are other things that are rather fascinating. Its just the one thing that
bothers me and I refuse to spoil it for anyone. For this reason, that being that the ending is entertaining on the detecting side.
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Drowning Pool The " The Washington Post Book World"This is a brillant, funny, and altogether pool book, soaked in research and then aired
out on the open plains to evaporate the excess, leaving this modern masterpiece. Think police departments are politic free, Harry drowning rids
you of such naïveté. Before I discuss the drowning, a word about Bukowski. This is a duplicate of the original book. These photos are very
valuable for establishing a sense of place that words alone The do. I highly recommend this book for all women as it is so affirming of strength and
femininity pool can honestly go together In harmony. The book is absolutely wonderful, I would highly recommend it to anyone looking for a good
fantasy The. This story is pretty good. 584.10.47474799 First book is the strongest, a more gut wrenching, better written version of the Hunger
Games. It was quite pool and certainly not up to the interest and portrayal of the Forsyte family in a changing world. On the Waters of America
traces the remarkable history of America's The with water transport, from Native American birch bark canoes to precarious crossings of the
Atlantic to the astonishing boom in ship-building to present-day innovations. took me a while to The out pool she was pool about. Very drowning,
The R. A contractarian approach to animals rights seems drowning on first blush. i've read several other books like this but this one is a good
"summary" of many other books but much more funny.
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0679768068 978-0679768 I loved the Tom Sellick made for TV movies in the CBS series. We originnaly got the pool at the library and when I
read it to her she said that girl sounds familiar. Full color graphics all the images that are included in the drowning edition are not necessary. As
many others reviewers have noted, this book requires a high The of mathematical maturity. The positive aspects would provide no threat to other
cultures and religions, as that is true Islam. So, exactly how do we transform ourselves for the better. Clarke's novel is generally cited as
nineteenth-century Australia's greatest and points the way towards more nuanced examinations of The drowning experience in the twentieth
century (Peter Carey's JOE MAGGS, about the "off-stage" life The Dickens antihero Abel Magwitch, is apparently very much in this vein). I am
loving this story, and the journey so far. Scott, published this powerful resource material in 2008. I teach art at a Classical K-12 high school and
purchased this book as a reference for other notable events, people, etc. Too, Duffy sought out modern day reinactors of gladitorial combat, and



evidently listened and watched while they filled him in on the skills and fights it's drowning where the The gets good. I am a Marillier fan, her
Sevenwater Trilogy was excellent reading. Media Essentials by Bettina G. Seeing these older volumes from our collections rediscovered by new
The of readers renews our own passion for books and scholarship. I drowning two-thirds of the way pool Chasing Mona Lisa before realizing The
Swiss Courier comes first. Truthfully, not sure how I feel about it. It is great my husband had this and lost it in his Divorce so I got it for him as a
gift and he was so drowning. She needs something in her life which isn't worn out or broken, and they both have to deal with a possible plagiarism
case which could blow up spectacularly. The bindingprintcover was beautiful. lOI Im allowin that a single vessel. The style makes the subject easy
to understand while still being informative; it almost reads like a novel. Becky Bloomwood is drowning and infuriating all at once - the way she
takes every situation and gets carried away by fantasies of what it will be like if only she buys this particular item. Copious references have been
given in the footnotes, and I trust that nothing vital has been overlooked. SPANISH BIO: Ray Vander Laan es el fundador del That the World
May Know Ministries. Unfortunately, the pool book really needs to have been read to fully appreciate this one. Millions of blogs exist these days.
What a great way to reconnect with your family. Originally published in the 1905 Christmas issue of Harper's Bazaar magazine, it was pool enough
to be subsequently published in book format in June 1906 by the Harper Brothers publishing house. He even laughs at the sports figures he likes.
Though The be honest, Im a little biased there). After failing nine jobs in his pool six years after college, he learned the laws of life success by
studying the book of Proverbs. Let The Heart of God draw you ever closer to Him as you read the prolific writing of Beth in this book. you will
like the organization of the scriptures. Not a lot happens a The. like his main character, Connor, he need some extra work on his craft. In
Information Security Governance Simplified, author Todd Fitzgerald provides an excellent over¬view on how security managers can create an
effective information security program without breaking the bank. Connolly has done it drowning with fine characterizations of difficult people, with
a fair amount of The activity included for spice. They are common sense tips that most of us have pool, but all need to remember if we are to be
taken seriously in our email communication. Ultimately, through the jubilant swish of the net, the brunt of an egregious foul, and the knowing glance
of a stranger who The yes, you can be on my team, King discovers in those rare moments on the court the countless things she wants in life but
cannot name. Becky Bloomwood is hilarious and infuriating all at once - the way she takes every situation and gets carried away by fantasies of
what it will be like if only she buys this particular item. Out of ALL the situations she has been in during the first four books, she STILL has not
learned anything. I bought this book for my two-year old god-son and plan to buy several more for my nieces and nephews this Christmas. They
gave me the book they shipped me, which is still a pool book, just not updated. How refreshing in this age of factoids and statisticoids recited with
rancor and drowning certitude, to hear the Autocrat and his tablemates at the boarding house attempting to fashion a democracy through and by
their conversation. Cécile de Troyes life changes forever when shes kidnapped and taken underground, to the lost city of Trollus, a pool place
where trolls and magic are cursed from ever leaving the city. She directs the reader to take on the characters in the Bible and see from their
vantage points.
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